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Novel compact beam expanders that could be useful for applications such as providing light to flat panel
displays are presented. They are based on a planar configuration in which three spatially linear
gratings are recorded on one transparent substrate, so as to expand a narrow incoming beam in two
dimensions. We present the design and recording procedures along with results, showing a relatively
uniform intensity of the wide output beam. Such expanders can serve for illuminating flat panel
displays. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Beam expanders for magnifying a narrow collimated
beam into a beam of larger diameter typically com-
prise a telescopic assembly of two refractive lenses or
mirrors along a common axis with a common focal
point. They have been implemented in a variety of
applications, such as lasers,1–3 fibers,4 medical diag-
nostics,5 holography,6–8 x-ray optics,9 and space and
atmospheric research.10,11 When using monochro-
matic light, it may be advantageous to replace the
refractive lenses with separated diffractive optical
elements �DOEs� with the optical power12 to form
compact configurations.13–15 DOEs are difficult to
exploit fully because of their excessive aberrations
and because turning to polychromatic light causes
chromatic dispersion.

Here we present a method for designing and re-
cording a compact beam expander that comprises
DOEs that are relatively simple linear gratings, all
recorded in a planar configuration on one substrate.
The beam expander expands an incoming beam by
means of splitting and combining operations, with no
need for optical power from the expanding elements.
This makes the beam expander more robust and al-
lows it to be used with both monochromatic as well as
polychromatic light. Typically, the planar beam ex-
pander comprises two or three DOEs for expanding in
one or two dimensions, respectively. The first cou-
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ples the light into the substrate. The second ex-
pands it in one dimension and directs it to the third
DOE, if such exists. The final DOE, second or third,
couples the expanded light out of the substrate to
yield a large, uniform, beam light. To ensure that
the output beam will have a uniform light intensity
distribution, the diffraction efficiency at each point
must differ. We developed design and recording
procedures to control the diffraction efficiency at each
point and obtain uniform light distribution at the
output. Initially, we designed, recorded, and evalu-
ated a planar configuration that expands an incoming
beam in one dimension only and then a configuration
that expands an incoming beam in two dimensions.

2. Beam-Expanding Configurations

We begin with the simple planar configuration,
shown in Fig. 1, in which a narrow beam is expanded
in one dimension. It comprises a pair of DOEs, both
recorded on one substrate. The first DOE is a small
linear grating that couples the light into the sub-
strate, whereas the second DOE is a larger linear
grating recorded to have varying diffraction effi-
ciency, so that light impinging several times on it will
emerge with the same intensity at each exit point.

We then calculate the required diffraction effi-
ciency at each output point on the second DOE to
achieve uniform intensity at the output. We denote
the diffraction efficiency at the first output point �1.
We require that the intensity of the output beam at
all output points be identical. The intensity of the
output beam at the mth output lateral point can be
written as Tm � �m � Im, where �m is the diffraction
efficiency at this point and Im is the intensity inside
the substrate that impinges on this point. We then
compared two consecutive output beams to obtain the



following equation for �m at the mth output lateral
point,

�m �
�1

1 � �m � 1��1 � ���1
, (1)

where � is the loss, if any, inside the substrate.
The results, assuming no losses �� � 0� and taking
the diffraction efficiency at the last output point,
here the fifth output, to be 100%, in order to utilize
all the light, are presented in Fig. 2. As shown, the
diffraction efficiency behaves as an increasing geo-
metrical function along the lateral coordinate of the
DOE.

The planar configuration for expanding a narrow
beam of light in two dimensions is shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3�a� is a top view. Figure 3�b� is a side view.
It comprises three laterally displaced DOEs that are
recorded on a single substrate. The first DOE H1
collimates the incident light from the source �if the
light is not collimated already� and diffracts the input
incident light into the substrate, so it will propagate
toward the second DOE H2, by total internal reflec-
tion.

Assuming that the input beam is normally incident
onto H1, the diffraction angle inside the substrate is
�, and the propagation direction of the diffracted
beam inside the substrate is along the � axis, then the
grating function of H1 is

	1 � 

2�

�
�v sin ���, (2)

where v is the refractive index of the substrate and �
is the wavelength, in air, of the incident light. DOE
H1 should have a uniformly high diffraction efficiency
so that most of the input incident light is coupled into
the substrate.

After several reflections inside the substrate, the

diffracted beam from H1 reaches the second DOE H2,
where it is redirected toward the third DOE H3. The
characteristics of H3 are that along the axis , which
is normal to the propagation axis �, the lateral di-
mension of H1 is w1; and along the axis � the lateral
dimension w2 is substantially larger than w1, de-
pending on the desired expansion along that direc-
tion, i.e., w2�w1. The size of w1 is determined by the
lateral length of one round trip of the beam inside the
substrate. This is done to insure that no overlap will
occur between beams of two adjacent output points.
Therefore, w1 will depend on the thickness of the
substrate, the central propagation angle � inside the
substrate, and the field of view. The local diffraction
efficiency of H2 is not a constant but increases grad-
ually along the � axis. Specifically, DOE H2 must be
recorded so that its localized diffraction efficiency will
increase nonlinearly with distance along the � axis, to
obtain a uniform output-beam light distribution, as
shown in Fig. 4.

We require now that the central beam diffracted
from H2 will still be oriented at the angle � but will
propagate along the  axis, making a 90° bend inside
the substrate. Hence, the grating function of H2 has
to cancel out the phase function 	1 from Eq. �2� and

Fig. 1. Planar configuration of a beam expander in one dimen-
sion.

Fig. 2. Required diffraction efficiency as a function of lateral spa-
tial coordinate on the second DOE; a.u., arbitrary units.

Fig. 3. Top view of the planar configuration for expanding a nar-
row beam in two dimensions.

Fig. 4. Light distribution as a function of the distance along the
� axis of H2. a.u., arbitrary units.
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leave an identical phase term in the � direction.
This can be written as

	2 � 
 	1 �
2�

�
�v sin ��

�
2�

�
�v sin �� � v sin ��

� . . .
2�

�
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2
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2
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2

�
�

2�

�

�2
2

v sin �� �2
2

� �
�2
2

� . (3)

The grating function of Eq. �3� can be achieved by
recording the pattern resulting from the interference
of two plane waves that are oriented at angles of ���
with respect to the normal to the recording medium,
where sin �� � �2�2 sin � and the projection of the
recording plane waves on the substrate is along the
bisector of the angle between � and .

The optical beam, diffracted from H2, is trapped in
the substrate and propagates toward the third DOE
H3, where it is diffracted in a normal direction, out of
the substrate. This DOE H3 has dimensions of w2 in
both lateral directions, and its localized diffraction
efficiency also increases gradually, as for H2, but only
along the  axis.

The grating function of DOE H3 is

	3 � 

2�

�
�v sin ��. (4)

Similarly to H2, DOE H3 also expands the size of the
incoming beams by a factor of w2�w1—but along the
 axis. Thus the combination of the three DOEs
increases the size of the incident input beams by a
factor of w2�w1 in both axes.

Combining Eqs. �2�–�4� yields

	1 � 	2 � 	3 � 0. (5)

Which means that the total configuration does not
add phase, other than multiple integers of �, to an
incoming beam. Equation �5� is valid for all wave-
lengths, so the overall planar configuration will have
no chromatic dispersion and is therefore appropriate
for polychromatic light. Typically the output beam
emerges in the same direction as the incoming beam.
But, it is also possible to record DOE H3, so the out-
put beam will emerge in a direction opposite that of
the incoming beam.

3. Experimental Procedures and Results

To obtain the required varying local diffraction effi-
ciency in the second and third DOEs, we varied the
local exposure by letting the light of the recording
beams pass through a varying neutral-density mask.
The mask was either a silver halide film with varying
gray levels or a glass plate on which copper was de-
posited with locally varying layer thickness.

To fabricate the copper mask, we measured the
transmission of thin layers of copper on glass at a
363.8-nm wavelength. We then measured the de-
pendence of diffraction efficiency of the recording ma-
terial, Shipley’s 1805 photoresist, on exposure
energy. The recording wavelength was 363.8 nm,
and the readout wavelength was 514.5 nm. Figure 5
presents results of one set of measurements. The
results show that the diffraction efficiency can be
controlled from zero to about 80% efficiency in the
desired order.

The results of the copper transmission measure-
ments and of Fig. 5 were then used to calibrate dif-
fraction efficiency as a function of copper thickness.
We then used our calculated desired diffraction effi-
ciency �Fig. 2� to coat a mask on glass with the desired
varying thickness of the copper layer. To fabricate
the silver halide mask, we measured the transmis-
sion of the silver halide emulsion as a function of the
gray level. The results of these measurements and
of Fig. 5 were then used to calibrate diffraction effi-
ciency as a function of gray level. We then used the
masks to record the planar configuration and evalu-
ated its performance. The recording of a DOE
through a mask is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows experimental results of output-
beam intensity as a function of lateral location on a
second grating for two grating pairs. One is a grat-
ing pair for which the second, extended grating, was
recorded with locally varying diffraction efficiency.
The second was a standard grating pair, for which
both gratings were recorded with uniform diffraction
efficiency. It is evident that the variation in diffrac-

Fig. 5. Diffraction efficiency as a function of exposure energy for
Shipley’s 1805 photoresist.

Fig. 6. Recording through a locally varying mask.
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tion efficiency improves the uniformity of the output
intensity. The uniformity is not yet perfect, mainly
because of imperfections in the recording and mask
fabrication procedures.

We recorded the first DOE with constant diffrac-
tion efficiency for all our samples. The second and
third DOEs were recorded either with constant dif-
fraction efficiency or with varying diffraction effi-
ciency, using silver halide or copper masks, according
to the procedure described above. The triple-
element configuration was then evaluated. First,
we illuminated each of the elements with white light
and recorded its spectral response. Figure 8 shows
representative results of such a scan, done in both
polarizations, along with the results of theoretical
calculations. Because of instrument limitations we
could scan directly only the zero order of the gratings.
The desired first-order efficiency can be calculated
with the aid of Fig. 5. As a general rule, decreasing
the efficiency of the zero order increases the efficiency
of the first order. The theoretical calculations were
based on the parameters of recording and atomic-
force microscope scans to retrieve depth and shape of

the gratings. Generally, the experimental results fit
the shape of the theoretical results. The difference
can be explained by fabrication errors, which are not
taken into account, and errors in the data taken from
the atomic-force microscope scans. Figure 8 reveals
that both polarizations have better efficiency for the
first order in the shorter wavelengths of the visible
spectrum. The p polarization has lower first-order
efficiency than that of the s polarization. The s po-
larization has an additional peak of efficiency near
the designed wavelength of 514.5 nm. Overall, Fig.
8 shows that although the configuration can be used
with polychromatic light, care should be taken, with
a special filter, to cancel out the chromatic response of
the gratings.

We then evaluated our gratings by scanning the
output as a function of incidence angle. Figure 9
shows representative results of these scans. Again
they were done in both polarizations. In these scans
too the experimental results fit the shape of the the-
oretical results, where the difference can be ex-
plained by the same error factors as in Fig. 8.
Figure 9 reveals that the p polarization has a prac-
tically constant, but low, first-order efficiency over

Fig. 7. Output light intensity as a function of location on the
second grating. a.u., arbitrary units.

Fig. 8. Diffraction efficiency of the zero order as a function of
wavelength.

Fig. 9. Diffraction efficiency of the zero order as a function of
angle.

Fig. 10. Output light intensity as a function of location on the
third grating for constant diffraction efficiency; a.u., arbitrary
units.
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the entire field of view. The s-polarization beam has
very good first-order efficiency in a region of a few
degrees near the designed zero incidence angle and
good efficiency over a larger region between 
20 and
20 deg. We can see that the response to the inci-
dence angle needs to be improved, which we intend to
do in further study in the near future.

Then we illuminated the first DOE with green light
�514.5 nm� and looked at the output of the third DOE
with constant or varying diffraction efficiency. The
results shown in Fig. 10 are for a configuration with
constant diffraction efficiency. As expected the in-
tensity at the output is highly nonuniform and drops
rapidly away from the first output point. Figure 11
shows the output of a configuration with varying dif-
fraction efficiency. Evidently, the results show that
even for a three-element configuration we can obtain
a fairly uniform output beam.

In addition we illuminated a three-gratings config-
uration, where the second and third gratings were
recorded with varying diffraction efficiency according
to our design procedures, with a narrow input beam
of 1–2 mm. We then took pictures of the multiple
output points of the beam from the third grating.
One typical picture is shown in Fig. 12. The points
are uniform in intensity and of the same shape.

4. Concluding Remarks

We have presented a design and recording configu-
rations for compact beam expanders that are useful
with monochromatic as well as polychromatic light.
They are made up of simple linear diffraction grat-
ings. A beam expander in which a narrow beam was
magnified by a factor of 25 �5 in each dimension� was
experimentally evaluated. The results revealed
that the light distribution could be practically uni-
form over the entire output area. In the future we
intend to address the issues of angular and spectral
response of the beam expander.
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